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Walgreens Boots Alliance

• Boots UK is part of the Retail Pharmacy International Division of 

Walgreens Boots Alliance.

• The first global pharmacy-led, health and wellbeing enterprise in 

the world. Its purpose is to help people across the world lead 

healthier and happier lives.





Boots UK – Some Key Figures
• 2,511* stores, 637* Boots Opticians practices, 

483* Boots Hearingcare locations

• 90%* of population within a 10 minutes of a Boots 

store

• c.60,000* Boots UK colleagues with around 

20,000* healthcare providers of which 6,400*
pharmacists

• 7.5 million* customers a week shop in Boots. 

• 10 million* visits every month BootsWebMD.com

• 15m** active Boots Advantage Card members

• In the last 12 months we have seen over 1.5 

million* downloads of the new Boots App

• We are now regularly reaching over 6 million*** 
Boots customers directly through digital and non 

digital communication 
*As at  31 May 2015 excluding equity method investments
**6 month active members as at 31 May 2015
***Figures as at 28 February 2015 excluding equity method investments
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• Retail/Pharmacy – what we know about our customers

• Capturing insights through research

• We are then able to use the data and behavioural insights to build a 

holistic picture… 

…and we are able to make recommendations

Over 100 million records 



• Marketing techniques are driven from 

consumer data

• Bringing campaigns together for greater 

impact

• And then the big question – can 

understanding a holistic picture of our 

customer, help to recognise better ways 

for our customers make better choices?

We can use our techniques and accessibility to engage 

our customers and the public to think differently about 

how they can take control of their health



• Understanding our customers helps us to understand more about what’s 

going to inspire them to do something different

• Leads to working together, which can create more accessibility and more 

engagement 

• We can show you some examples of this in work already: 

– Health – Showing up in unusual spaces – redefining care 

– Beauty – we understand our customers – by thinking about different 

types of people

– Opticians – our new partnership with the National Literacy Trust



Some Examples: Healthy Heart Campaign
Showing up in unusual spaces, redefining care

• Campaign activated during National Heart Health month (February 2015) 

through Boots UK social channels: Facebook and Twitter

• Complimented through in-store and online promotions

• More approachable and accessible means of accessing preventative 

heart health related measures 

• Educating audience and encouraging sharing amongst friends and family

• Directing to Healthy Heart Tool located on boots.com 



Some Examples: Boots Macmillan Beauty 
Advisors

We understand our patients’ needs across health 

and beauty

• Women undergoing chemotherapy say that the 

visible side effects of cancer treatment negatively 

affected their confidence

• Boots Macmillan Beauty Advisors are No7 

Advisors that have undertaken voluntary training

• They can offer advice on a range of areas from 

defining sparse eyebrows and eyelashes to 

minimising dark circles as part of a greater 

understanding of the needs of people affected by 

cancer

• There are currently over 400 No7 Advisors 

trained, complementing the work of our Boots 

Macmillan Information Pharmacists



Some Examples: Boots Opticians And The 
National Literacy Trust

• In May this year, Boots Opticians launched a pioneering new partnership 

with the National Literacy Trust

• Highlighting the links between eye health and literacy and aimed at 

improving the literacy outcomes of the UK’s most disadvantaged children

• The Schools Challenge - where colleagues are volunteering 90,000 hours 

to go into schools, read with children and lead assemblies on the 

importance of eye health

• Also in September 2015, we launched the Schools Screening Programme



• How retail working with Public Health can have a bigger traction with the 

public

• Highlighting key health issues such as:

– Heart Health

– Diabetes

– Cholesterol

– Eye Heath

– Smoking Cessation

– Flu vaccinations



• Understanding and taking an interest in understanding our customers 

and what inspires them 

• Using that knowledge together to create better solutions and engagement 

for our consumers

Generate great 
insight into what 

women want

Deliver it in the 
ways they want

Develop a 
customer offer 

they love

Understand our 

customer
Personalise 

Communication
Understand how it 

works

Learn and Enhance




